Most mammalian genes produce multiple distinct mRNAs through alternative splicing, but the extent of splicing conservation is not clear. To assess tissue-specific transcriptome variation across mammals, we sequenced cDNA from 9 tissues from 4 mammals and one bird in biological triplicate, at unprecedented depth. We find that while tissue-specific gene expression programs are largely conserved, alternative splicing is well conserved in only a subset of tissues and is frequently lineage-specific. Thousands of novel, lineage-specific and conserved alternative exons were identified; widely conserved alternative exons had signatures of binding by MBNL, PTB, RBFOX, STAR and TIA family splicing factors, implicating them as ancestral mammalian splicing regulators. Our data also indicate that alternative splicing often alters protein phosphorylatability, delimiting the scope of kinase signaling.
To address outstanding questions about the conservation and functional significance of tissue-specific splicing, we conducted transcriptome sequencing (RNA-Seq) analysis of 9 tissues from 5 vertebrates, consisting of 4 mammals and one bird. The species, chosen based on the quality of their genomes (all high coverage finished or draft genomes) and their evolutionary relationships, include the rodents mouse and rat, the rhesus macaque, a nonrodent/non-primate boroeutherian, cow, and chicken as an outgroup. These relationships allow for the evaluation of transcriptome changes between species with divergence times ranging from <30 million years to >300 million years (Fig. 1A) . Our sequencing strategy used paired-end short or long read sequencing of polyA-selected RNA. In total, we generated over 16 billion reads (>8 billion read pairs) totaling over 1 trillion bases (3, 5) (table S1). The data were mapped to the relevant genomes using software that can identify novel splice junctions and isoforms (6) .
To assess coverage of genes, these de novo annotations were compared with existing Ensembl annotations. We detected over 211,000 (97%) of the ~217,000 annotated exons in mouse, and similarly high fractions in most other species, including more than 99% of exons in chicken (table S1). We estimated that nearly all multi-exonic genes in the species studied are alternatively spliced (fig. S1) (3).
All tissues have conserved expression signatures
To explore the expression relationships between the samples, we used hierarchical clustering based on Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) distances between the expression of orthologous genes. A clear pattern emerged in the resulting dendrogram (Fig. 1A, table S2 ). Samples of the same tissue from different individuals of the same species were invariably the most similar, followed by samples from the same tissue from other species, with few exceptions. This "tissue-dominated clustering" pattern indicates that most tissues possess a conserved gene expression signature and suggests that conserved gene expression differences underlie tissue identity in mammals (5, 7) . Since gene expression varies by cell type, some observed differences could reflect changes in cell type composition. The most notable exceptions to tissue dominance were that some chicken muscle samples clustered with chicken heart rather than mammalian muscle, and that chicken lung, colon and spleen samples clustered with each other rather than with their mammalian counterparts. These exceptions suggest that species-specific divergence in expression begins to exceed conserved tissue-specific differences at a phylogenetic distance of ~300 MY, corresponding to the split between birds and mammals.
Some tissues have conserved splicing signatures
To understand the splicing relationships between the samples, we performed an analogous clustering analysis using the "percent spliced in" (PSI or Ψ) values of the exons that were alternatively spliced in all species containing them. PSI values, the fraction of a gene's mRNAs that contain the exon, were calculated from transcript abundance measurements (8) (fig. S2 ), and were clustered using the same metric (Fig. 1B) . Samples of the same tissue from individuals of the same species almost invariably clustered together. However, at larger distances a more complex pattern emerged. Tissue-dominated clustering was observed for brain and for the combination of heart and muscle, indicating that these tissues have strong splicing signatures conserved between mammals and chicken, and the rodent testis samples also clustered together. By contrast, samples from the remaining tissues (colon, kidney, liver, lung, spleen) exhibited "species-dominated clustering", forming distinct clusters by species rather than by tissue. This trend suggests that alternative splicing patterns specific to this latter group of tissues are less pronounced or less conserved than those of brain, testis, heart and muscle ( fig. S3 ). The greater prominence of species-dominated clustering of PSI values suggests that exon splicing is more often affected by lineagespecific changes in cis-regulatory elements (9) and/or trans-acting factors than is gene expression (6) . Lineage-specific changes in splicing factor expression may have contributed to the tendency of splicing patterns to cluster by species more often than by tissue (table S3, fig. S4 ).
Features of conserved, tissue-specific alternative exons
A subset of several hundred alternative exons exhibited highly conserved tissue-specific splicing patterns. The gene for eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 delta (EEF1δ) ( Fig.  2A) and many other examples in our data demonstrate that highly tissue-specific patterns of splicing can be conserved for hundreds of millions of years (9) .
To assess the phylogenetic distribution of alternative splicing events across mammals, we grouped exons by the inferred age of alternative splicing, defined as PSI < 97%. Out of 48,000 internal exons with clear orthologs in chicken and at least two mammals, we identified exons alternatively spliced in a species-or rodent-specific manner as well as ~500 "broadly alternative" exons with alternative splicing observed in all mammals studied (Fig.  2B, table S4 ). Conversely, we identified exons that were constitutively spliced in a lineagespecific manner (and alternatively spliced elsewhere), representing losses of alternative splicing. Using data from the Illumina human Body Map 2.0 dataset, rhesus-specific alternative exons were twice as likely to be detected as alternatively spliced in human as were exons with exon skipping detected only in a single rodent ( fig. S5 ), consistent with the closer phylogenetic relationship of human to rhesus than to mouse or rat. In addition, more than 500 exons were identified whose phylogenetic splicing patterns imply multiple changes between constitutive and alternative splicing during mammalian evolution, suggesting frequent inter-conversion between constitutive and alternative splicing (10).
We observed a monotonic increase in tissue specificity within mouse as the phylogenetic breadth of alternative splicing increased from 1 to 4 mammals (Fig. 2B,C) . The fraction of exons that preserved reading frame in both inclusion and exclusion isoforms also increased from ~40% to ~70% with increasing phylogenetic breadth of alternative splicing. These patterns suggest that more broadly occurring (ancient) alternative splicing events function primarily to generate distinct protein isoforms, which are often tissue-specific (11) . On the other hand, while more lineage-restricted (recently evolved) alternative splicing events contribute more often to regulation involving reading frame disruption, which may yield truncated or nonfunctional mRNAs or proteins or serve to down-regulate expression, usually in a less tissue-specific manner.
Splice site changes may convert alternative to constitutive splicing
Exons that recently converted from constitutive to alternative splicing had significantly weaker 3' and 5' splice sites in the alternative splicing species than in their constitutively spliced orthologs (Fig. 2C) (10) . However, recent conversion from alternative to constitutive splicing was not associated with significant changes in 5' or 3' splice site strength, suggesting involvement of other events such as loss of negative-acting cis-regulatory elements. Constitutive exons that converted to alternative splicing in other species tended to have weaker splice sites than maintained constitutive exons (P < 0.01, rank-sum test), suggesting that exons with weaker splice sites may be predisposed to convert to alternative splicing. We found that exons with nearby G-runs (often bound by hnRNP H family proteins) were 25-60% more likely to have converted from constitutive to alternative splicing ( fig. S6) (12) .
Exons alternatively spliced in all mammals tended to have the weakest 5' and 3' splice sites, approximately 1 bit weaker than maintained constitutively spliced exons (Fig. 2C) (13) . These exons had mean PSI values that were closer to 50% than other exon groups (Fig. 2C) , suggesting that weaker splice sites may have evolved in these exons to enable a broader range of exon inclusion levels.
Splicing cis-regulatory elements located adjacent to (or within) alternative exons often confer regulation through interaction with cell type-or condition-specific protein factors (14) . Using a large set of intronic splicing regulatory elements (ISRE) motifs recognized by both tissue-specific and broadly expressed splicing factors derived from (15, 16) , reduced motif turnover was observed in exons alternatively spliced in multiple species relative to constitutive or recently converted alternative exons (Fig. 2D) (11, 17) . Exons that converted from alternative to constitutive splicing in one or both rodents showed substantially increased turnover of ISREs than mammalian-wide alternative exons (Fig. 2D) , suggesting that mutations affecting ISREs may contribute to these conversions.
Tissue-specific regulatory motifs accumulate in broadly alternative exons
Using vertebrate whole-genome alignments, strong sequence conservation of only the exon and core splice site motifs was observed in broadly constitutive exons and exons that recently acquired alternative splicing. However, increased sequence conservation both within the exon and extending at least 70 bases into the intron on either side was observed with increasing phylogenetic breadth of alternative splicing (Fig. 3A) , suggesting the occurrence of purifying selection on adjacent ISREs and providing support for the reliability of these exon classifications.
To assess the nature of potential regulatory elements present in introns adjacent to alternative exons, we ranked pentanucleotides (5mers) based on their relative frequency of occurrence in introns downstream of broadly alternative exons relative to constitutive exons using an information criterion (6) . Among the top ten 5mers in this ranking were perfect or near-perfect matches to consensus motifs for tissue-specific splicing regulatory factors, including those of the MBNL, PTB, RBFOX, STAR and TIA families of splicing factors (18) (Fig. 3B, table S5 ). Presence of motifs associated with almost all of these splicing factor families was conserved downstream of broadly alternative exons more than two standard deviations more often than control motifs (Fig. 3C) , implying strong selection to maintain their presence. Pronounced enrichment of these motifs was restricted primarily to exons with broad alternative splicing (≥ 4 species), with only modest enrichment downstream of rodent-specific alternative exons and little to no enrichment near mousespecific alternative exons (Fig. 3D, fig. S7 ). These observations suggested that exons with more ancient alternative splicing -which are more often tissue-specific (Fig. 2B) -are more reliant for their regulation on a distinct subset of ISRE motifs corresponding to the tissuespecific factors listed above (MBNL, RBFOX, etc.).
To explore this hypothesis, we analyzed cross-linking / immunoprecipitation-sequencing (CLIP-Seq) data to assess the transcriptome-wide binding of the mouse splicing factor muscleblind-like 1 (MBNL1) (19) . Greater phylogenetic breadth of alternative splicing was associated with ~3-fold increased frequency of in vivo MBNL1 binding (Fig. 3E) . Presence of a MBNL motif was associated with increased binding near alternative but not constitutive exons (Fig. 3F) , suggesting that motif presence is necessary but not sufficient for strong binding in vivo. As a group, broadly alternative exons have somewhat higher density of MBNL motifs (Fig. 3B) , but increased frequency of MBNL binding was observed even when comparing to subsets of constitutive or more narrowly alternative exons with identical MBNL motif counts (Fig. 3G ). These observations suggest that broadly alternative exons have evolved features beyond motif abundance (such as favorable RNA structural features) to enhance binding of MBNL family splicing regulators. This phenomenon may extend to other factors ( fig. S8 ).
Alternative splicing alters phosphorylation potential
Exons whose presence was widely conserved (at least 4 out of 5 species) were classified based on the tissue specificity and evolutionary conservation of their splicing patterns using JSD-based metrics (6) into constitutive exons and four groups of alternative exons grouped by the degree of tissue-specificity and evolutionary conservation of their splicing patterns. Functional analysis of species-specific alternative exons yielded few significant biases (table  S6) . However, analysis of the tissue-specific conserved group using DAVID (20, 21) identified a number of significantly enriched keywords and Gene Ontology categories, including several related to cell-cell junctions and cytoskeleton (Fig. 4A) , suggesting that these splicing events may contribute to differences in cell structure, cell motility and tissue architecture (22) . The most enriched keyword "alternative splicing", reflects simply the abundant alternative splicing of this set of genes; the next most significantly enriched keyword was phosphoprotein.
To explore this connection to phosphorylation, we used Scansite (23) to predict phosphorylation sites in peptides encoded by different subsets of exons. Tissue-specific alternatively spliced exons, including both the conserved and non-conserved subsets, contained about 40% more predicted phosphorylation sites than other classes of exons ( Fig.  4B and fig. S9 ). A comparable degree of enrichment for phosphorylation sites was observed in these exons using the curated Phosphosite database (24) of experimentally determined phosphorylation sites (Fig. 4B) . Phosphorylation site density in exons was correlated with phylogenetic breadth of alternative splicing, (Fig. 4C, fig. S10 ). These observations suggest that tissue-specific alternative splicing is often used to alter the potential for protein phosphorylation, which can alter protein stability, enzymatic activity, subcellular localization and other properties.
Exon 20 of the mouse tight junction protein 1 (TJP1) gene exhibits strongly tissue-specific alternative splicing and encodes a peptide containing an established phosphorylation site (25) that is predicted to be phosphorylated by ERK1 (aka MAPK3). In rhesus, ERK1 expression was above its median value in colon, lung, testis and brain (therefore referred to as "kinase high" tissues) relative to liver, heart, muscle and spleen ("kinase low" tissues). The PSI value of TJP1 exon 20 was much more variable in the kinase high tissues, ranging from 9% in testis to 90% in in colon -a switch score of 81% -than in the kinase low tissues, where it had a switch score of 38%. Similar trends were observed in cow (Fig. 4D) , and in rat and mouse (not shown).
To explore this phenomenon, we analyzed the splicing patterns of exons that contained predicted phosphorylation sites in relation to the expression of the associated kinases. To characterize the relationship between each exon-kinase pair, the "kinase switch index" (KSI) was defined as the switch score in "kinase high" tissues minus the switch score in "kinase low" tissues (see example in Fig. 4D ). We used RNA-Seq estimates of kinase expression, which were reasonably well correlated with in vivo kinase activity patterns (r = 0.71, fig.   S11 ). We observed that phosphorylation of sites within conserved, tissue-regulated exons is more tissue-specific than in other sets of exons ( fig. S12 ) and that these exons exhibit substantially elevated KSI values relative to shuffled controls (Fig. 4D, table S7 ).
The above observations suggest a model in which tissue-regulated alternative splicing delimits the scope of tissues in which a kinase can phosphorylate a target. For example, the TJP1 protein mentioned above is a cytoplasmic constituent of the tight junction complex implicated in the timing of tight junction formation, and its phosphorylation is involved in tight junction dynamics (26, 27) . The testes display unique tight junction biology in that tight junctions regularly dissolve and reform to permit passage of preleptotene spermatocytes (28) . The specific exclusion of exon 20 in the mammalian testis may allow TJP1 to escape phosphorylation that would otherwise alter the tight junction association kinetics required for normal testis function (29) . Another example, with KSI value closer to the mean value, is an alternative exon in Drosha, a protein required for processing of microRNA primary transcripts ( fig. S13) . Phosphorylation of Drosha confers nuclear localization, which is required for its normal function in microRNA biogenesis (30) . Therefore, splicing of Drosha may be used to alter the level of phosphorylatable Drosha protein, potentially influencing microRNA abundance in different cells or tissues.
We identified a large number of other exon-kinase pairs with elevated KSIs, including prominent kinases involved in development, cell cycle and cancer (e.g., Akt1, Clk2, PKC, Src) and targets with important roles in tissue biology such as Atf2, Enah, and Vegfa ( fig.  14, table S7 ). Their elevated KSIs suggest that splicing is often used to focus the scope of signaling networks, connecting specific kinases to specific targets in a more cell-or tissuerestricted fashion than would occur from expression alone.
Taken together, the analyses described here reveal two disparate facets of mammalian alternative splicing. We identify a core of ~500 exons with conserved alternative splicing in mammals and high sequence conservation. These exons often encode phosphorylation sites and their tissue-specific splicing is likely to have substantial impacts on the outputs of signaling networks. Conversely, we observe extensive variation in the splicing of these exons between species, often exceeding intra-species differences between tissues, suggesting that changes in splicing patterns often contribute to evolutionary rewiring of signaling networks.
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